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Abstract

Most small and medium-sized enterprises in the furniture industry use simple partial approaches to improve or manage production processes. The article aims to present research results focused on continuous process improvement through the implementation of Six Sigma (SS) and Lean Six Sigma (LSS) concepts in furniture production. Their impact on the performance via the level of the ROE (Return on Equity) indicator was evaluated using statistical methods of Chi-square test and Cramer’s contingency coefficient. The results of the research showed that furniture enterprises that had implemented selected methods of quality management reached a medium level of ROE values. The absence of a more comprehensive approach to managing the performance of processes was the impulse for a model creation based on the interconnection of SS and LSS concepts. The model should a practical use of appropriate methodologies and procedures in the management of furniture production processes, as well as in their optimisation. A thorough analysis of non-conforming products performed in furniture manufacturing processes transformed into SS and LSS metrics and the implementation of the model in the enterprise led to reduced process waste by reducing the number of non-conforming products, reducing the cost of such products, and increasing the capability of critical processes.

Implications for Central European audience: The combination of theoretical knowledge in performance management and quality of production processes and practical knowledge from the real implementation of methods and tools for continuous improvement of production process capability in the company proved to be a good basis for creating a model within SS and LSS. These facts have contributed to the development of scientific knowledge. The presented application of methods and tools within SS and LSS will provide instructions for the use of new management methods. The specific outputs of the research work improve defining problems, measuring process parameters, analysis of measured data, improving furniture production processes.
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Introduction

Business management is influenced by changes in the macro and microenvironment, which raises the need to modify existing traditional methods in managing the quality and performance of processes and their subsequent optimisation. The management decisions themselves can be based on qualitative or quantitative data. It is these data that play an important role in the appropriate selection of concepts, methods, and tools in their proper implementation and application of solutions to specific problems in processes. Process performance management methods are focused on correct tuning the capability and variability of processes. The choice and use of a particular method depending on the nature and complexity of the processes. An important attribute in the selection of methods is also the selection of suitable process characteristics, which create a unified data platform for comparison by transformation into indicators. Recent studies in the industry and services, such as Inal Tamer et al. (2018) report that process performance is improved through Six Sigma. Smetkowska and Mrugalska (2018) present a case study aimed at improving the quality of production processes and improving performance. Similarly, Marzagão and Carvalho (2016) and Ambekar and Hudnurkar (2017) consider financial and time constraints to be the main obstacles to organisational resources in implementing Six Sigma. Although Lean Six Sigma has its roots in manufacturing, it is proven to be a well-established process excellence methodology in almost every sector despite its size and nature. This includes sectors like healthcare (Gijo & Antony, 2014), higher education (Antony et al., 2018), public sector organisation (Antony et al., 2017a), Police Force (Antony et al., 2017b), food industry (Dora & Gellynck, 2015). Moreover, several small and medium-sized enterprises have shown some remarkable results from the adoption of LSS as a business process excellence methodology (Antony et al., 2016). Kumar et al. (2006) presented a case study focused on the implementation of LSS in Indian small and medium enterprises; Sunder (2013) focused on the application of LSS in the banking sector to reduce the number of rejections in the field of customer service. Gijo and Antony (2014) improved the waiting time of patients in the outpatient department of a specialised hospital using LSS. Gijo and Sarkar (2013) discuss the use of Six Sigma in road construction, and Laureani et al. (2010) increased the resolution ratio of the first call in the call centre using LSS. The authors of Pamfilie et al. (2012) and McLean et al. (2017) agree that many industries have adopted the LSS methodology for continuous improvement, but its implementation is not immune to failure. According to Snee and Hoerl (2007) and Choo (2019), the main problem in the implementation of LSS or SS projects is resistance to implementation due to a general distrust in the effectiveness of these projects. Laureani and Antony (2019) see leadership as a key factor in the success of SS and LSS implementation.

The purpose of the article was to fill a gap in research of process improvement through the implementation of SS and LSS concepts in processes representing furniture production and awareness of the benefits, but also the limitations of their implementation. The combination of theoretical aspects of the problem and the practical implementation of the SS and LSS model in the conditions of furniture production allowed us to take a critical look at the extraordinary situations occurring in the industry. The importance of the issues presented in the article through observations, suggestions, and recommendations from the implementation of the SS and LSS model could be a valuable contribution to improving quality processes and increasing enterprises’ performance.
The furniture industry in Slovakia consists mainly of micro-enterprises, small and medium-sized enterprises. It has a long tradition and provides environmental and economic benefits based on the use of renewable resources, and it is one of the supported and promising sectors due to the support of the European Union.

The article is to present the model of SS and LSS implementation, to point out the possibilities of using the methods and tools to improve quality in furniture processes, to draw attention to success and failure factors of implementation in the furniture industry.

The article contains a review of the literature focused on the use of concepts of continuous process improvement through the concepts of SS and LSS, their implementation successes and failures, as well as their mutual comparison. The second part focuses on the methods used in the analysis of the results of primary quantitative research, verification of hypotheses, and the creation of a model for the application of methods and tools for improvement of the quality furniture processes. The third part presents the results of primary quantitative research, verification of hypotheses, and a model of application of the methods and tools for managing the quality of furniture processes. The fourth part contains a discussion on the issue of using the concepts of SS and LSS. At the end of the article, the contributions to the development of scientific knowledge in the field of continuous quality improvement and increasing the performance of production processes using SS and LSS concepts in specific conditions of furniture production, practical contribution, possibilities of using its results and direction of further research are presented.

1 Literature review

A common feature of business processes is that their output is a product or service that is intended for an internal or external customer. Fullerton et al. (2014) and Swarnakar and Vinodh (2016) reported that production organisations are still adopting quality improvement approaches such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Lean Manufacturing (LM) and Six Sigma. Managing quality is at the core of operations strategy (Anand & Gray, 2017; Hitt et al., 2016). The Six Sigma concept of Six Sigma helps to achieve customer satisfaction through the elimination of defects. The goal of the Six Sigma methodology is to reduce the process variability and produce less than 3.4 defects per million opportunities (DPMO), which makes it an attractive proposition for production managers (Mustafa & Jamaluddin, 2017; Rizuti & de Napoli, 2018). Six Sigma is a methodology that highlights the variation in the manufacturing process and helps to reduce them through their statistical tools and techniques (Vinodh & Swarnakar, 2015). Six Sigma is a data-driven process improvement methodology used to achieve stable and predictable process results by reducing process variations and defects (Laureani & Antony, 2017). Six Sigma statistical methods provide a structured approach for identifying the root causes of production defects (Schroeder et al., 2008). Six Sigma methods can be implemented by two different strategies Define, Measure, Analyse, Implement, Validate (DMAIC) and Define, Measure, Analyse, Define, Validate (DMADV). DMADV deals with new product development while DMAIC (Kumar et al., 2011; Sachin & Dileeplal, 2017) is used to bring improvements in existing products or processes.

According to Vest and Gamm (2009), Chow and Moseley (2017), the success factors of the project are presented by the connection of SS projects to the company’s business objectives, further, connection with key performance indicators, and quality costs. They also consider critical to the success – the involvement of top management with sufficient
influence, the security of resources, access to reliable data, completion of the project within a set time limit, use of statistical tools and information technology, and human resources. According to Sony et al. (2020), the limiting factor of universal access to SS can be the access of employees and their creativity. Employees can consider the SS process as suffocating. At the same time, it is difficult to use experimental methodologies within the SS. Their implementation without adaptation to the environment may be another factor of failure. Garcia-Alcaraz et al. (2017), for example, conducted an analysis to combine human factors with operational benefits. Based on the assumption that Six Sigma is a philosophy related to human resources and that it depends on management decisions, supporting organisational structure, and implementation strategy, we can state that the implementation of the Six Sigma concept is strongly influenced by the level of soft skills of human resources.

Montgomery (2016) claims that some companies have not achieved the same success in implementing the Six Sigma methodology, which has led to unnecessary costs, loss of time and money. The reasons for failure are insufficient understanding of the concept and scope of the methodology, insufficient education and training, poor management strategies and lack of supportive organisational structures (Nousrefath et al., 2016). Brun (2011) and Desai et al. (2012) found that Six Sigma’s success varied based on company size. The authors of Kumar et al. (2014) found that the absence of activities related to the lead manager, as well as the subsequent misunderstanding of the Six Sigma project by other team members, was the main cause of the failure. Another cause of failure was identified by Marzagão and Carvalho (2016), a factor associated with the use of statistical tools and information technology, as well as the need for smaller projects to ensure the completion of the Six Sigma project in the right timeframe. Chakravorty (2009) report a negative impact on customer and employee satisfaction, adding that the benefits of Six Sigma programs are marginal, and the cost of implementing Six Sigma is more than its benefits. Further reports and analyses of critical success factors for Six Sigma can be found in the work of Mustafa and Jamaluddin (2017), Alhuraish et al. (2017), Marzagão and Carvalho (2016), and Psomas (2016).

Snee (2010) defines Lean Six Sigma as a business strategy and, at the same time, a methodology that increases the process performance. Vinodh et al. (2014) and Youssouf et al. (2014) define Lean Six Sigma as a combination of tools and techniques that reduce variability and build on Six Sigma tools and methods for eliminating waste and added value. LSS is a method of improving quality and profitability based on mastering the stability of the process, and it is also a management style that is based on a highly regulated organisation dedicated to project management. LSS has been used with great success not only in the manufacturing sector but also in healthcare (Laureani & Antony, 2015) and education (Thomas et al., 2009). Most LSS implementation projects focused on the systematic and consistent application of Six Sigma with a focus on the DMAIC approach, the identification of processes and the specification of solutions that are offered through the effective use of many Lean and Six Sigma tools, such as DOE (Design of Experiments), VSM (Value Stream Mapping), VoC (Voice of Customers), CTQ (Critical to Quality), ToC (Theory of Constraint), SIPOC process map and 5S method (Gnanaraj et al., 2012, and Vinodh et al. 2012). According to Snee and Hoerl (2007), the results of LSS implementation are expected to reduce costs in the form of direct work, as well as time and effort to perform non-value-added tasks.
Alblawi et al. (2014) had provided one of the most extensive studies on limits in the implementation of Lean Six Sigma from a renowned database in the field between 1995 and 2013. They identified the top five factors, which are lack of top management attitude, commitment and involvement, lack of training and education, poor project selection, weak link towards the strategic objective and lack of resources. Sunder (2013) analysed the top barriers in deploying Lean Six Sigma. A Pareto analysis pertaining to the reason for failure displayed the top four factors, which include lack of top management involvement, wrong selection of projects, narrow perspectives on projects and lack of ownership on the deployment. According to Bryan et al. (2019), there remains a gap in understanding why organisations select to deploy only Lean or only Six Sigma and doing so may potentially limit the full realisation of benefits generated from continuous improvement efforts. It may be that the selection is based on their business strategy, sense of urgency, the extent to the degree of benefits to be accrued from different CI strategies, nature of the problem to be tackled, their vision of continuous improvement or their definition of value. The selection is often more random and based on the preference or knowledge of an individual, the advice of a single consultant or even the only methodological option known to the organisation and, therefore, adopted by default.

Salah et al. (2010) can be seen a different perspective on the success of Six Sigma projects that have been achieved by including Lean principles and tools in the implementation of Six Sigma. The DMAIC cycle is used to implement both Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma. At each stage, special attention is paid to the application of specific tools. The authors state that the application of tools as well as the choice of methods differs from the type of project and the type of process. The use of a combination of Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma may cause companies to prioritise certain improvement initiatives, while LSS may solve this problem because, as George (2003) writes, activities that cause critical customer problems and create the longest delays in any area of the process. According to authors Schroeder et al. (2008) and Laureani and Antony (2017), the integration of Lean and Six Sigma was to design a methodology as a coherent approach for continuous improvement. LSS can be differentiated from other quality management approaches due to the organisation and structure of the quality implementation functions. With LSS, such thinking changes, and quality becomes the responsibility of everybody. LSS introduced a formal organisational infrastructure for different quality implementation roles, borrowing terminology from the world of martial arts to define hierarchy and career paths.

The European Union (EU) has put special emphasis on economic development based on renewable resources. For this reason, the furniture manufacturing industry is a fast-growing industry supported by the EU (Sujová et al., 2015a). It provides economic, environmental, and social contributions based on the utilisation of renewable, domestic resources (Potkány et al., 2018). Furniture companies are the most modern and active in the area of innovation, and current policies of national governments prefer furniture manufacturing using domestic sources of wood raw material (Ratajczak, 2009). Previous analyses of several authors (Hlaváčková & Šafařík, 2014; Han et al., 2009; Ratajczak-Mrozek & Herbeć, 2014) led to conclusions that furniture manufacturing industry has a high export performance compared to other sectors of industry.
2 Materials and methods

Based on the study and analysis of scientific knowledge in the field of improving the quality production processes, a proposal of this research was compiled. Two methodologies were used in the research: primary quantitative survey and the case study research approach.

The aim of a quantitative survey was to find out the relationship between using continuous process improvement methods and corporate performance in furniture enterprises (if enterprises using modern methods of continuous process improvement are reaching higher corporate performance represented by indicator ROE). Similar research provided by Tuček and Zámečník (2007), Sujová and Marcineková (2015b) revealed that modern management methods within process management have a positive impact on corporate performance.

A case study aims to show the effects of Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma concepts on financial and process quality results. According to the research of de Koning et al. (2008), strategies LSS used by companies to avoid competitive disadvantages represent savings in the banking sector of the order of 20% or more of total banking industry costs. Financial benefits after implementation of LSS on companies Sigma General Electric added $2 billion in 1999 and $2.4 billion in 2000 to the bottom line. Honeywell (former Allied Signal) reduced costs by %1.4 billion from 1992 through 1996; reduced new product introduction time by 16%. DuPont saved $1.6 billion in four years; reduced environmental impact. Johnson Controls For the Ohio manufacturing plant: reduced defects by 70%; reduced costs $800,000 per year. For the automotive operations in Michigan: saved $943,000 per year through greater engineer productivity (Dumitrescu & Dumitrache, 2011).

The common research question for both methodologies in the research was stated: Modern methods of continual process improvement within SS and LSS concepts contributes to a business performance increase. Additionally, the research hypotheses for each methodology were stated separately.

The first part of the research is a primary quantitative survey in enterprises. Relevant data from the use of concepts, methods, and tools to improve the quality and increase the process performance in enterprises with furniture production in the Slovak Republic were obtained through an online research questionnaire. A database of 259 furniture enterprises was used for the research, of which 102 respondents represent a research sample. The questionnaire consisted of 4 general classification questions related to the number of employees, the main subject of activity, ownership, and the amount of the ROE indicator. Other questions concerned the core of research, namely the preferred processes in terms of improvement of processes and the use of concepts, methods, and tools for process improvement. The questionnaire was published online, and data collection took place in the second half of 2019. This paper analyses the partial results of a questionnaire survey of enterprises in the furniture industry in Slovakia. The evaluation of the questionnaire was carried out by mathematical and statistical methods using the software program STATISTICA 12 CZ - Stat Soft. Inc. (2013). Descriptive statistics, contingency tables, and methodology, according to Rimančík (2007), were used for the statistical analysis. According to Pacáková et al. (2018), Pearson’s Chi-Square and Cramer’s contingency coefficients were used to test the hypotheses.

The following hypothesis was established and tested in the questionnaire survey:
H1 There is a relationship between the height of the ROE indicator and the use of concepts, methods, and tools to improve the quality and management of process performance.

The following factors were critical in the selection of the enterprise for the case study: the main activity of the enterprise is the production of furniture, the enterprise produces such an assortment of furniture, the production of which can take place in any furniture company, and all stages of furniture production take place in one enterprise. These factors were considered important to be able to work with as many processes as possible when creating a model, which is representative of the production of different types of furniture. Moreover, the enterprise has implemented certified systems. The enterprise has been operating on the market for a long time; the enterprise has a higher level of process management and the existence of low-level process structure; the enterprise uses at least standard indicators to measure process performance such as degree of failure, cost of non-conforming products; etc., the enterprise provides information and the possibility to perform measurements to create analyses and a model.

By comparing the determined average values of DPMO, efficiency and Sigma level in the processes of the selected furniture enterprise, a critical process with the worst results was identified. The main part of the research was focused on creating the SS and LSS with a combination of selected methods and tools models for solving the problems of quality and process performance. Within the mentioned methodologies and the DMAIC cycle, the following methods and tools listed in Table 1 were used for model creation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Design of methods and tools for creating a SS and LSS model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steps</td>
<td>Selected concepts, methods, and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define</td>
<td>VOC, QFD, furniture production process map, analysis of non-conforming products in production processes, DPMO, efficiency, and level of sigma processes for critical process selection, brainstorming, graphical methods of descriptive statistics, histogram, Pareto diagram, SIPOC map, Project charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>Data collection forms, measurement plan according to Pande et al. (2002), capability indices, histogram, methods of analysis and synthesis, methods, and tools of descriptive statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyse</td>
<td>Brainstorming, Decomposition of causes of non-conforming products - Ishikawa diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve</td>
<td>Report 8D, process reaction plan, 5S method, data collection forms, measurement plan according to Pande et al. (2002), capability indexes, histogram, methods of analysis and synthesis, methods, and tools of descriptive statistics, 5S method, VSM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own processing

The DPMO, efficiency, and sigma level of processes

DPMO denominates the number of defects that occur per one million opportunities at the development or manufacturing of a product and can be calculated according to the following formula:

\[
DPMO = \frac{\text{number of defect products}}{\text{total number of products} \times \text{number of opportunities per defect}} \times 10^6
\]  

(1)

To calculate the efficiency, the following function was defined in the Statistica CZ program:

\[
E = 1 - \frac{\text{DPMO}}{1000000} \times 100
\]

(2)

and for the sigma level =\( \mu \) Normal (1-DPMO/1000000; 1.5; 1)
The capability of processes was tested by capability indices. Their calculations generally assume that the process is stable, observations are statistically independent, and have a normal distribution.

The capability index \( C_p \) is an indicator of the potential capability of the process and characterises the variance of the process (Terek & Hrnčiarová, 2004).

\[
C_p = \frac{USL - LSL}{6\sigma}
\]

where USL - upper tolerance value
LSL - lower tolerance value
\( \sigma \) - standard deviation
6\( \sigma \) - means 3\( \sigma \) to the left and 3\( \sigma \) to the right of the target value \( T \)

The critical capability index \( C_{pk} \) is an indicator of the current process capability and characterises not only the variability of the monitored quality feature but also its position concerning the defined tolerance area.

\[
C_{pkl} = \frac{USL - \overline{X}}{3\sigma} \quad C_{plsl} = \frac{\overline{X} - LSL}{3\sigma}
\]

where USL - upper tolerance value
LSL - lower tolerance value
\( \overline{X} \) - average value of averages in subgroups
\( \sigma \) - standard deviation

The capability index \( C_p \) and the critical capability index \( C_{pk} \), which consider the average values and the variance of the process, express the ability of the process to meet the customer’s requirements. The methodology of calculations was performed according to the authors Terek and Hrnčiarová (2004) and Nenadál and Plura (2008).

Authors Terek and Hrnčiarová (2004), Nenadál et al. (2005), and Pande et al. (2002) recommend the use of control diagrams for statistical process control as a means of operative defining the concept of a stable process. They assume that while processes remain within the limits of regulation, variability has arisen under the influence of common causes. However, if the observation proves otherwise, it is necessary to pay more attention to the observation to reveal the causes of the deviations.

The following hypotheses were determined and tested in the application part, a case study of the research in the selected enterprise:

\( H2 \) The implementation of selected concepts, methods, and tools to improve the quality will have a positive impact on the parameters of the critical process.

\( H3 \) There is a significant relationship between the critical parameters of the furniture manufacturing process and its performance.
The H2 hypothesis was verified by evaluating changes in the values of critical process performance indicators (DPMO, efficiency, and sigma level) and by economically evaluating changes in the cost of non-conforming products.

Verification of the H3 hypothesis was performed by a paired T-test, which was chosen as a suitable tool for comparing the dependent values of variables according to the methodology of Merkechová et al. (2011). In the first case, it was the diameter of the hole measured before and after the change, i.e., before and after the implementation of corrective measures. Two quantitative features were observed: X - the diameter of the holes and Y the efficiency of the critical process before and after the corrective measures, which were not considered independent. Statistical evaluation was performed using the software program STATISTICA 12 CZ - Stat Soft. Inc. (2013), where the imported database was created in MS Excel. Box graphs are used to graphically illustrate the results.

3 Results

3.1 Results of the primary quantitative research

The primary quantitative research was carried out in the form of a questionnaire in 102 furniture enterprises. The questionnaire research was focused, among other things, on determining the dependence of the height of the ROE indicator in connection with the use of concepts, methods and tools for continuous improvement quality of furniture production processes.

In a questionnaire survey of 102 furniture companies, it was found that Six Sigma uses 2.94%, Lean Six Sigma 3.92%, TQM 35.29%, process controlling 25.49%, Kanban 15.69%, Kaizen 23.53%, Brainstorming 62.75%, Poka - Yoke 3.92 %, Methods 5S uses 13.73%, Traditional quality management tools 11.76%, New quality management tools 8.82%, Process capability indices 6.86%, and Statistical process control 15.69%. It is clear from the research that furniture companies have the knowledge and are familiar with the methods and tools used to increase performance within Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma.

The essence of hypothesis H1 was whether the implementation of selected concepts, methods and tools for quality improvement and process performance management would have a positive impact on the height of the ROE indicator. The results of the questionnaire research were processed by the Chi-Square test and the Cramer contingency coefficient, through which the intensity of dependence between the use of selected concepts, methods, and tools and the height of the ROE indicator was determined. The test results are shown in Table 2.

The methods included in the survey presented in Table 2 can be briefly described as follows. Six Sigma and Lean Sigma methods, their limitations and success factors were described in the literature review in detail. The Total Quality Management philosophy seeks to integrate all organisational functions to focus on meeting and overcoming customer requirements and organisational goals. TQM also satisfies customers (external and internal) by continuously meeting their expectations, as it involves everyone in the organisation to work on the continuous improvement of all products or processes through a problem-solving methodology. It is organised through quality circles on a voluntary basis and quality improvement teams (Yusuf et al., 2007). Kanban means card in Japanese. In a Kanban system, cards are used systematically to control the production within stations and
the movement of parts between stations. It is used to effectively control work-in-process (WIP) inventory levels. In the production and operations world, there exist various types of Kanban and optimisation approaches. The original concept of Kanban has four components: use of two communication signals (dual card Kanban system), pulled production, decentralised control, and limited work in process (Krishnaiyer & Chen, 2017). Kaizen is a continuous process of long-term, lasting, and smooth changes for the better, which are not immediately visible in the processes. The system depends on the involvement of all employees in the improvement and their motivation for its implementation in the detection and elimination of all forms of waste. The philosophy of internal dissatisfaction with the current situation should be based mainly on management. Factors of unsuccessful implementation were summarised in his publication Košturiak et al. (2010) into the following factors: insufficient understanding, poor implementation and insufficient information by management, the reluctance of employees, insufficient understanding of the Kaizen system by employees and their insufficient motivation. Brainstorming is one of the techniques to support group creativity, through which members share ideas and thoughts spontaneously to achieve solutions to practical problems (Gogus, 2012) that the process involved in the task of creating ideas can potentially play an exceptional role in stimulating the ability of individuals to produce creative solutions that can be further evaluated and possibly applied in practice. Usable in all phases of DMAIC, at all levels of process management and in solving problems in processes through a team (Michinov, 2012). Poka-Yoke is a system for eliminating the possibility of errors from human inattention. It is a low-cost and highly reliable method used in the Jidoka system, which stops the process and prevents production failures. It is a procedure that allows you to perform an activity in only one possible style, thus eliminating the possibility of doing something wrong directly in the process. The error is rectified at the beginning by checking according to a sensor located at the end of the process when the error is detected by the worker and by sensors that ensure an immediate stop of the operation when an error is detected (Lazarevic et al., 2019). Process controlling is one of the more demanding management tools that can improve the economic result and especially support the long-term success of the company. Managing a business means managing its processes, especially to control the costs of those processes. Optimal process costs create a precondition for achieving optimal company profit. Managing a business means managing its processes, especially to control the costs of those processes. Optimal process costs create a precondition for achieving optimal company profit. Methods 5S is used as one of the management system solutions for establishing and maintaining a quality environment in the company to improve the working environment in the company and thus the quality of products and services. The 5S method is based on increasing the independence of employees, on the correct management of people and on team cooperation (Papulová et al., 2014). Process capability indices are described in methods. The use of the STATISTICA program for various large furniture companies is, from the point of view of the use of methods and tools within the SS and LSS, a necessary tool not only for the calculation of $C_p$ and $C_{pk}$, but also other graphical representations. Traditional and new quality management tools and Statistical process control are commonly used methods in managing the performance of business processes.
Table 2 | Chi-Square test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROE and method</th>
<th>Chi-Square test (df-degree of freedom=5)</th>
<th>p- significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson Chi-Square test</td>
<td>Contingency coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Sigma</td>
<td>21.79</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean Six Sigma</td>
<td>20.17</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TQM</td>
<td>42.85</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process controlling</td>
<td>25.03</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanban</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poka-Yoke</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods 5S</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional quality management tools</td>
<td>24.47</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New quality management tools</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process capability indices</td>
<td>19.86</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical process control</td>
<td>21.89</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own processing

Table 2 presents the results of the analysis using the Chi-Square test, which showed that the p-value was higher than 0.05 using Kanban, Kaizen, Brainstorming, Poka-Yoke, and the 5S method. We did not reject the H0 hypothesis in the above cases, and we can conclude from this that the height of the ROE indicator did not depend on their use. In the analysis of the use of LSS, SS, TQM, process controlling, traditional and new quality management tools, process capability indexes and statistical process control, the p-value was less than 0.05, based on which hypothesis H0 was rejected and the alternative hypothesis H1 accepted: There is a dependence between the height of the ROE indicator and the use of concepts, methods, and tools to improve the quality and management of process performance.

Cramer's V values using Lean Six Sigma (V = 0.45), Six Sigma (V = 0.42), TQM (V = 0.65), process controlling (V = 0.49), traditional quality management tools (V = 0.49), new management tools qualities (V = 0.55), competency indices (V = 0.44) and statistical SPC process control methods (V = 0.46) indicated a moderate contingency as they ranged from 0.3 to 0.8. In summary, no statistically significant dependencies were found, so we analyzed the individual concepts, methods, and tools of process performance management separately.

Hypothesis H1 The relationship between the height of the ROE indicator and the use of concepts, methods, and tools for quality improvement and process performance management is not confirmed.
The results of the analysed using the Chi-Square test do not allow us to make generally valid statements. Based on the obtained results, we can formulate the assumption that 73.53% of the analysed furniture enterprises reached the average height of ROE performance indicators. The investigated dependence was confirmed only using selected concepts, methods, and tools such as LSS, SS, TQM, process controlling, traditional and new quality management tools, process capability indexes and SPC. The results of the analysis pointed to reserves in the use of modern methods and approaches in the processes of furniture production. These conclusions confirmed the intention to design a model for the application of concepts, methods and tools for continuous improvement of the quality of furniture production processes.

3.2 The selection of a furniture enterprise for the application of the proposed model and identification of the critical process

An important aspect of the second part of our research was the selection of a furniture enterprise for the application of the proposed model and the identification of a critical process. The factors based on which the enterprise was selected met by an enterprise that has been operating in Slovakia since the 1990s with the participation of foreign capital. The enterprise employs over 250 employees. The enterprise has a certified Quality Management System according to ISO 9001, an environmental management system according to ISO 14001, Occupational health and safety management system according to ISO 4500, and an Information security management system according to ISO / IEC 27001. The company is representative of furniture production and its comprehensive process framework.

Based on the comparison of the average DPMO values, efficiency, and sigma level of the furniture production processes listed in Table 3, we can state that the critical process with the lowest value of the sigma level is the holes drilling process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The processes of furniture production</th>
<th>The average values of DPMO</th>
<th>The average efficiency %</th>
<th>The average level of Sigma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Division and calibration</td>
<td>7 557.42</td>
<td>99.24</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressing</td>
<td>139 895.64</td>
<td>84.07</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonding of side surfaces</td>
<td>1653.98</td>
<td>99.82</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling holes</td>
<td>224 249.17</td>
<td>77.57</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface treatment of side surfaces</td>
<td>16365.07</td>
<td>98.36</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface treatment of parts</td>
<td>9 513.55</td>
<td>99.05</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion and pre-assembly</td>
<td>2 741.13</td>
<td>99.42</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing</td>
<td>23 131.39</td>
<td>97.68</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own processing
3.2 The verification of hypothesis H2

Selected methods and tools within the concept of Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma and their implementation in the production processes of a particular furniture enterprise are described in Table 1. By evaluating the implementation results and the suitability of the selection of methods and tools based on specific examples given in the design of SS and LSS project for the critical process of drilling holes on furniture parts, we found that their implementation had a positive impact on its parameters. This statement was necessary to evaluate from the point of view of process performance indicators and from the economic point of view through the costs of non-conformance of furniture parts. The evaluation according to the process performance indicators is given in Table 4.

Table 4 | The evaluation of performance indicators of the hole drilling process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The state</th>
<th>DPMO</th>
<th>The efficiency %</th>
<th>The level sigma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The original state</td>
<td>224 249.17</td>
<td>77.57</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The current state</td>
<td>139 566.84</td>
<td>85.40</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own processing

Table 4 shows that the DPMO value decreased by 37.77% due to the effectiveness of corrective measures and the reduction of the number of non-conforming parts by 719 pieces per month. The average efficiency of the process increased by 10.09% and the average value of the sigma level by 13.48% compared to the original state of performance of the hole drilling process. These results are also confirmed by a comparison of the resulting values of the capability indices, which have increased. The Cp index, which was 0.16, increased to 0.45, and the Cpk index from 0.06 to 0.39. Although the values of both coefficients have increased, they are still less than 1, which means the incapability of the process of drilling holes. Adherence to the upper and lower tolerance limits of the process was positive after the introduction of corrective measures. It can be stated that the project goal defined to reduce DPMO, efficiency and increase the sigma level by 10% was met.

The economic evaluation of the proposal for the implementation of the SS and LSS methodology was focused exclusively on the evaluation of the results concerning non-conforming furniture parts. We did not consider the costs associated with the measurement. In this analysis, these costs were considered negligible. The data for the economic evaluation of the proposal was the number of pieces of non-conforming furniture parts before and after the steps to improve the process in the critical process. The data on the number of non-conformities were for the production batch of 305,660 pieces, which were produced for one month, and for the average daily output of one drilling machine, 9,860 pieces of furniture parts.

Table 5 | The economic evaluation of the costs of non-conforming parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The state</th>
<th>The number of non-conforming parts (pcs)</th>
<th>The price (€)</th>
<th>The total amount (€)</th>
<th>The percentage of non-conforming parts (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The original state</td>
<td>original</td>
<td>1 904</td>
<td>17.32</td>
<td>32 977.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The current state</td>
<td>current</td>
<td>1 185</td>
<td>17.32</td>
<td>20 524.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own processing
In the economic evaluation of the costs of non-conforming parts (Table 5) in the critical process, the market price of the furniture part was calculated to be € 17.32. The price includes direct material and wage costs, other direct costs as statutory social insurance from direct wages, and an aliquot amount of production, administrative and sales overheads. The reduction of waste and thus the reduction of costs for non-conforming furniture parts reached the value of 37.76%, thus fulfilling another goal of the project charter.

Hypothesis H2: The implementation of selected methods and tools to improve the quality and process performance will have a positive impact on the parameters of the critical process was confirmed based on positive results of the analysis of DPMO, efficiency, sigma level, capability indexes and economic evaluation of the cost of non-conforming products in the hole drilling process.

**3.3 The verification of hypothesis H3**

Verification of hypothesis H3 was performed using a paired T-test. Output Table 7 shows the arithmetic averages and standard deviations of the selection of hole drilling diameter values before and after corrective action, the difference in arithmetic averages, SD standard deviation, SDD standard deviation of the difference, t-test criterion value, p significance level, as well as 95% - confidence intervals for the value of the difference of arithmetic averages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The variable</th>
<th>The arithmetic average of the hole diameters</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>The difference</th>
<th>SDD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>The confidence interval -95.00%</th>
<th>The confidence interval +95.00%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>before change after change</td>
<td>20.28</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after change</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-6.65</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows that there were positive changes in the measured values of the critical process parameter, which was defined at the level of 20.00 mm with an upper and lower tolerance of ± 0.20 mm. The hole diameter after the change recorded a value of 20.03 mm, which means approaching the defined level of the parameter. At the same time, the standard deviation value was reduced from 0.54 to 0.21, indicating that the values of the set of individual diameters were scattered around the arithmetic averages of the drilled hole diameters after implementing corrective measures. In general, it can be stated with 95% confidence that the difference in arithmetic averages will range from 0.13 to 0.35 mm. A graphical representation of the positive development in the variability and variance of the values of the hole drilling diameter before and after the corrective measures can be seen in the graph in Figure 1.
Figure 1 | Box chart of the hole diameters

Table 7 shows the arithmetic averages and SD - standard deviations of the selections of the efficacy values before and after corrective measure, the difference in arithmetic averages, the SDD - standard deviation of the difference, t - the test criterion value, p - the significance level, as well as the 95% confidence interval for the value of arithmetic averages difference.

### Table 7 | The paired t-test for the efficiency of the hole drilling process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The variable</th>
<th>The arithmetic average of the efficiency</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>The difference</th>
<th>SDD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>The confidence interval -95.00%</th>
<th>The confidence interval +95.00%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>before change</td>
<td>0.7775</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after change</td>
<td>0.8539</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.1022</td>
<td>-0.0542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own processing
According to the results shown in Table 7, we can state that positive changes occurred in the efficiency values of the critical process, which was calculated and depends on the number of nonconformities in the process and subsequently on the number of defects that occur per million opportunities in the critical process. The efficiency value of the hole drilling process after the change increased to 85.39% compared to the efficiency of 77.75% before corrective measures were taken, which means that the efficiency set values were scattered around the arithmetic average of the efficiency values after the implementation of corrective measures. In general, we can state with 95% confidence that the difference in arithmetic averages of efficiency will range from 5.42% to 10.22%. A graphical representation of the positive development in the variance of efficiency values before and after the application of corrective measures can also be seen in the graph in Figure 2.

![Box chart of efficiency](image)

**Figure 2 | Box chart of efficiency**

Hypothesis H3: There is a significant dependence between the critical parameters of the furniture production process, and its performance was confirmed based on statistical results of the analysis of critical parameters of the furniture production process - drilling holes on parts and the performance of this process represented by the efficiency of the process.

### 3.4 The model of application of methods and tools for performance management of furniture production processes

It was possible to create a model of application of methods and tools for continuous quality improvement and performance management of furniture manufacturing processes by applying methods and tools within the Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma methodologies in the processes of furniture manufacturing enterprise and subsequent verification of hypotheses (Figure 3).

In the Define phase, it was recommended to focus on activities such as the analysis of waste in the processes, whether from a material or time point of view. The transformation of the customer’s voice VoC and its specific requirements through the method CTQ as
process output parameters from the customer’s point of view are suitable methods for subsequent determination of critical process indicators. The use of the QFD method was a suitable method for displaying the transformation of customer requirements into a product and comparison with the competition. Tables with data on the registration of non-conforming products, a reworking of non-conforming parts, records of downtimes and machine conversions are important primary sources of information on processes. Their further processing with the support of Six Sigma industrial statistics modules, as well as the representation of changes over a period using graphical methods, is used to identify critical processes and compare indicators of the number of DPMO, process efficiency and sigma process levels. The Pareto diagram was a suitable tool for determining the priority causes that affect process performance. Through the project charter, a plan was presented with the identification of the critical process problem, the definition of the project goal, specific breakdown of activities for team members, deadlines for implementation, inspections, revisions, implementation of corrective measures, limitation of team members’ working hours, etc. Clearly and precisely defined requirements of the project charter simplified the administration in solving projects. Process maps and the SIPOC map were graphical methods that allowed a brief and illustrative description of processes.

In the Measure phase, the definition of key indicators of the critical process and the determination of the measurement plan according to Pande et al. (2002). The application of a measurement plan to obtain initial data for measuring process capability, calculations of capability indexes through industrial statistics & Sigma process analysis, graphical representation via histograms and control diagrams formed the essence of the process of measuring process performance.

The Analyse phase was primarily focused on the analysis of identified non-conforming products, DPMO, and efficiency values of furniture production processes, levels of sigma processes, and measurement results. For further process analyses, methods and tools were proposed, such as the Ishikawa diagram for decomposing the first-degree causes into the second and third-degree causes, the affinity diagram for identifying causes in a broader context, analysis of possible defects and their consequences, FMEA, Pareto diagram for identifying and prioritising the problems, and the flowchart for showing the individual steps of analysing the causes of the problems. Brainstorming, as a highly operational method based on the principle of collective discussion, was recommended for the thorough specification and description of the problem with the participation of team members in various management positions. The Delphi method was also included in the model for forecasting and qualified opinions outside the direct participants of the project. It is based on written questions about the solved problems from experts from the external environment.

The Improve phase was characterised by proposals for corrective measures to eliminate the causes of problems. Methods aimed at improving processes, such as the reaction plan, the 8D method, and the value stream map, represent the improvement phase. The reaction plan for setting critical process values with instructions for machine operators and classification to reduce material waste, as well as the 8D method - report ensuring the relevance of data in solving problems, making decisions on measures to eliminate non-conforming products, planning, and securing them in terms of material, personnel, and time, have been transformed into standards for process performance management. The value stream map as a graphical method was used to display time, material, information, and
information about the process. The verification of the results of corrective measures was by methods of analysis and synthesis, industrial statistics & Sigma process analysis.

In the Control phase, increased attention was paid to the control of the qualitative results of changes and the introduction of new management concepts. The use of primary information from the record of non-conforming products and their subsequent transformation into DPMO indicators, efficiency indicators, and sigma levels collect initial information on the status of process performance, efficacy and results of corrective measures taken. In the Control phase, high demands were placed on employees of all levels of management. Well-organised information and decision-making steps from the machine operator to the general manager are essential for quick and timely problem-solving. The above attributes are met by the model of the process of escalation of problems with a clear indication of personnel positions, information, and decision-making steps, as well as time limits of individual steps of problem-solving. An affinity diagram was designed to identify logical and causal relationships in addressing quality and performance issues from a broader perspective. Other recommended methods were the 5S method for work organisation and work environment improvement and work standards for standardisation of work, SMED method for shortening tool change, TPM concept for improving maintenance management, Kaizen method to reduce deviations in processes related to quality, uptime, productivity, delivery, Andon method of warning system for immediate visual or auditory warning of deviations from normal, Poka-Yoke for defect prevention through sensors and debugging caused by employees, Kaizen to solve the problems of implementing a corporate culture of acknowledging the presence of problems, as Kanban to control production, the entire production flow of material, passing information between individual sections of production to satisfying customer needs. The purpose of using the methods recommended for monitoring critical process indicators through process capability indexes, customer requirements through VOC, CTQ, QFD, methods, and tools such affinity diagram, Ishikawa diagram, and non-conforming products record table was described in previous phases of DMAIC.

4 Discussion

The research aimed to determine the impact of the use of concepts, methods, and tools for continuous improvement of furniture processes to increase their capability and performance.

Results of the primary quantitative survey showed that using Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma concepts are connected with business performance, and their use was found in furniture enterprises with higher levels of ROE indicator. On the other hand, only a few furniture enterprises have implemented SS and LSS concepts. The quantitative survey doesn’t allow to find out if all enterprises have the same understanding of surveyed methods. Further qualitative research would be needed to solve this issue.

By creating a model of application of methods and tools, the application and verification of methods, tools, and procedures in solving the issue of process competence were clarified on specific examples from the real environment of furniture processes. Based on the achieved results of the analyses of DPMO, efficiency and Sigma level, economic analysis, and statistical analyses, we can assume that the use of concepts, methods and tools for quality improvement of furniture processes increases process performance. By applying the concepts of SS and LSS in specific processes of furniture production, we can agree with
the statement (Šmída, 2007) that the interconnection of strategic and operational levels of management has a direct impact on performance. Focusing on Lean Manufacturing as an approach to improve performance by eliminating waste, whether in material, space, time, increase customer value. Authors such as Shah and Ward (2003) recommend different procedures and their combinations in lean manufacturing, including SS and LSS concepts using DMAIC. The mentioned concepts formed the pillar of the solution of the goal of this research and their practical application. The 5S method, Standard Work, and TPM have already been introduced in the enterprise, so we did not devote more space to those but were included in the model. Approaches and systems such as Poka-Yoke, Andon, Kanban, Kaizen, SS method, Standard Work, SMED, TPM, VRK based on available guidance sources (Gnanaraj et al., 2012, Vinodh et al., 2012) were also included in the model to expand the portfolio of method selection. Studies by authors such as Inal Tamer et al. (2018), Smetkowska and Mrugalska (2018) report how SS improves the quality and performance of processes. These observations were also confirmed on the basis of the results of the analyses of the evaluation of processes in the furniture industry presented in this article. The established research hypotheses were confirmed, which means that the implementation of selected methods and tools for process performance management within the SS and LSS concepts has a positive impact on critical process parameters. These results were found on the basis of analysis of DPMO results, efficiency, sigma levels, capability indexes, and economic evaluation in the critical process, as well as statistical results of the analysis of critical parameters of the hole drilling process on furniture parts and its performance represented by process efficacy. At the same time, it should be noted that the application of SS and LSS in continuous improvement, optimisation of process performance is closely linked to the qualification structure of human resources at various levels of management. The success of the application of these concepts would not have been achieved without the support of the enterprise’s management, managers and the cooperation of technicians, operators, and equipment operators. Similarly to the results of the study of Brun (2011) and Desai et al. (2012), it also can be stated that SS and LSS applications also reflect the size of the enterprises. For this reason, the proposed model provides enterprises with a choice of methods and approaches within DMAIC steps concerning the enterprise’s size, capacity, and hierarchy of process management and employees’ training.

Through the application of the methodological procedure of the DMAIC model, it was possible to determine and quantify the main defects and wastes, analyse the causes and establish improvement actions in the palletising process in the company, resulting in a 40% reduction in the handling of the supply operators in the company’s shipping area, the elimination of the lack of pallets in the shipping process, the elimination of solid waste disposal in the environment and the reduction of expenses with pallets by 56% in the company (Barreiros & da Silva, 2020). The iLeanDMAIC methodology was validated in the sector of other woodworks. Results using iLeanDMAIC allowed a reduction time in changeover in the assembly machine (from 39 min to 17 min), presenting this a 44% gain on manufacture. iLeanDMAIC can help organisations thrive against their competitors, make their business more cost-effective and efficient (Ferreira et al., 2019). At the same time, it should be noted that the application of SS and LSS in process management is closely linked to the qualification structure of human resources at various levels of management, as well as to the qualification structure of human resources involved directly in the production
process. The success of the application of these concepts would not be achieved without the support of the company’s management, managers and cooperation of technicians, operators and operators who had knowledge of the methods used in the SS and LSS according to the hierarchical arrangement of personnel.

Figure 3 | Model of Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma application in furniture processes
5 Conclusion

Even setting the readiness to use new approaches and metrics among the enterprise’s priorities is not a sufficient strategy in many respects. The results of the questionnaire survey supported by statistical processing of research results on the current state of the use of selected methods for continuous process improvement in enterprises with furniture production confirmed the impact on business performance. The enterprises using these methods are reaching higher performance.

The combination of theoretical knowledge focused on performance and quality of production processes and knowledge from the actual implementation of methods and tools for continuous improvement of furniture production processes in a particular company proved to be a good basis for creating a model within SS and LSS. These facts have contributed to the development of scientific knowledge in the field of the possibilities of using the SS and LSS concepts in furniture production processes.

The application of methods, tools, and procedures in solving the issue of capability processes was verified on specific examples from the real environment of furniture production. At the same time, it is expected to increase the level of education of employees in the field of information acquisition and processing, the use of methods and procedures for measuring processes. The teamwork will also be supported. The presentation of the application of methods and tools within SS and LSS will provide instructions for the use of new management methods. The experience has gained in creating a model design entitles us to express the opinion that these concepts should be implemented in furniture manufacturing processes, which would improve the quality of process parameters, as well as increase their performance. The approach of the enterprise’s management in the adoption of the philosophy of using new approaches to continuous improvement of processes and its subsequent presentation at lower levels of management is a limiting factor in the implementation of the proposed model in other enterprises.

The specific outputs of the research work presented in the article improve defining problems, measuring process parameters, analysis of measured data, improving furniture production processes. Partial results of primary research offer opportunities for further research aimed at further investigation of causes and consequences affecting successful implementation of new approaches, but also of other enterprises of the wood processing industry as a whole.
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